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Buy used machines, inspect them, sell them. While the process is,
in essence, a straightforward one, the procedures implemented at
each stage by the Dutch firm GMC - Glass Market Consultancy are
extremely stringent, designed to safeguard both GMC - Glass Market
Consultancy and its clients, assuring the latter a service which, 
from initial enquiry to installation, is second to none. Earlier 
this year, Glass-Technology International went to Belgium, where 
GMC - Glass Market Consultancy has two warehouses, and 
spoke to Johan Coenen about his company, the types of 
machinery it can offer and, in particular, its ‘modus operandi’. Peter Finch

ffering a broad range of flat glass pre-
processing and processing technology
through a global network of sales offices

and technical expertise, providing customers
with consultancy and after-sales assistance.
Sounds like a well-established major machinery
manufacturing operation? Wrong. It is, in fact,
a relatively young but rapidly growing used
machinery trading operation.

Set up by Johan Coenen in August 1997 and
with its head office in Maastricht,

the Netherlands, GMC - Glass Market Con-
sultancy - buys and sells only used processing
equipment. This may seem a relatively simple
operation but, as anyone who has visited or
done business with the company will tell you,
GMC performs it in a way perhaps more nor-
mally associated with a top machinery pro-
ducer. The approach is highly professional,
with great emphasis placed on transparency, on
fully informing the customer about the status of
the machine in which they are interested, arran-
ging delivery and installation if required and,



when applicable, providing warranty-defined
after-sales assistance.

GMC deals worldwide but mainly in Euro-
pean-made machinery, divided into four pro-
cessing areas: 
• pre-processing (cutting, edging, bevelling,

drilling, washing machines);
• insulating glass production lines;
• laminated glass production lines; and
• tempering furnaces.

In each of the four areas, GMC offers machines
from top manufacturers, including:
• Glaston Group (Tamglass, Cattin, Uniglass

andBavelloni);
• Bystronic Group (Bystronic, Lenhardt,

Armatec);
• Bottero Group (Bottero, Bimatech);
• Biesse Group (Intermac, Busetti, Gieffe);
• others: Bodo Gerhard, Bovone, CMB Besana,

Efco, Forvet, Glassrobots, Hegla, Lattuada,
Lisec, Lovati, Mappi, Schiatti and Zafferani,
to name but a few others, and in alphabeti-
cal order!
The variety of products handled by GMC

is huge, ranging from EUR 400 belt grinders to
EUR 400,000 laminating lines. “It is important
for big companies to know that we also handle
big, full-line projects, not only single machines,”
says Coenen.

INFORMATION GATHERING
Business for GMC depends on building up a

database of ‘addresses’ which is as comprehen-
sive as possible. These ‘addresses’ are the glass
processing companies who will either supply
GMC with its ‘lifeblood’ of used equipment or
will buy such equipment from
GMC, sometimes both. The com-
pany is involved in a constant
search worldwide for the names and
addresses of processors regard-
less of their size or processing
area. The ‘addresses’ can be divi-
ded into three distinct categories:
• major international glassmak-

ing groups (Saint-Gobain, Pilk-
ington, Asahi-Glaverbel,
Guardian and others which
have processing subsidiaries);

• independent processing groups;

217• independent single companies.
The important thing is that they possess or are

looking for used equipment.
Whatever their size and financial capabilities,

potential buyers of GMC equipment will initially
always seek information on new machines.
“We do not want to compete with new machines,
but once they see their budget is not ready for
a new machine, processors have to know that there
exists an opportunity to buy second-hand,”
said Coenen.

STOCK SOURCES
The first step, then, is the acquisition of

stock. Currently, machinery is bought principally
from European glass processing operations.
GMC learns of machines which have become
available from various sources, either the com-
pany seeking to sell a machine which is surplus
to requirements or a sales representative or
even the manufacturer of the new machine
which is going to replace the old one. Equipment
may also become available as a result of factory
closures, with GMC being offered entire lines
or machinery parks.

Coenen explained that while, initially, manu-
facturers may have seen GMC as a competitor,
seeking to persuade processors to save money by
buying second-hand rather than new, they now
often consider his company as a partner. Proces-
sors may not be willing or able to invest in a new
machine unless they can trade in the machine to
be replaced. GMC can, in fact, actually help
facilitate the sales of new equipment. 

Furthermore, a processor who buys a used
machine which gives good service for a number
of years may then invest in a new model from the
same manufacturer when financial resources

IG equipment
on display at a
GMC
warehouse

GMC STRONGPOINTS

• machines immediately available
• most leading European manufacturers stocked
• stock variety: belt grinders to full IG and laminating lines
• expert technical assistance
• warranties on reconditioned machines
• support from manufacturers



218 allow it. This, notes Coenen, has resulted in a very
good working relationship being developed with
manufacturers over the years. Besides this assis-
tance in locating used equipment, he continued,
manufacturers support GMC activity in terms of
spare parts provision, answering service questions 
and offering assistance on GMC’s fully recon-
ditioned machines.

The best way to maintain this very con-
structive relationship with manufacturers,
stresses Coenen, is by remaining independent,
focusing on the core used-equipment busi-
ness and avoiding involvement in new machine
sales. “We want to avert possible conflicts
with manufacturers; we want them as part-
ners,” he said. “We invite manufacturers and
sales agents to inform us of machines which are
available or soon to become available and
which we may be interested in – the manu-
facturers know that the purchase of a new
machine may take place sooner if the buyer can
sell their old machine quickly.”

And while some manufacturers have their
own second-hand re-sale programme, taking
used machines in part exchange, Coenen does not
see this so much as a specific target for the 
manufacturers but more often as something they
may do in order to facilitate the sale of a new
machine. When this happens, however, 
manufacturers may contact GMC anyway to
see if it is interested in the machine that has
been traded in.

According to Coenen, a key marketing ele-
ment is the fact that GMC offers machines
from well-known, established manufacturers,
machines for which spare parts and future ser-
vicing will be available. When selling to regions
where the market is developing, where poten-
tial buyers may not always be able to attend trade
fairs, it  is important to have machines with names
that people already know, names with a com-
prehensive website, for example, where poten-
tial customers can get more detailed informa-
tion about the manufacturer or about a speci-
fic type of machine.

INSPECTING FOR ADDED VALUE
All-important inspection begins before GMC

actually buys a machine. “If we see anywhere
in the market a machine which is offered to us
as ‘free’, immediately available, we will inspect
it, or ask for inspection details from the seller,

and will buy it,” said Coenen. GMC, he stressed,
prefers to inspect machines itself. However, if
the machine is located too far away or is a
standard machine (in which case GMC will
be well aware of what type of reconditioning
is necessary after a given number of years), this
may not be necessary. “We know what the
market price can be after reconditioning.”

It is once the machine has been purchased,
however, that GMC really gets to work and
decides how best to offer it to potential customers.
Coenen explained to us the five condition cate-
gories applied to used machinery handled by
GMC. These are:
• “as-is” : GMC does not touch the machine but

sells it in the same condition in which it
was bought, which may suit companies with
a low budget who can do any reconditioning
or repair work for themselves; no warranty
is provided;

• “as inspected”: GMC ascertains what work
is needed and prepares a list of what, in its
experience, needs to be done, thus helping
potential buyers assess the overall cost of get-
ting the machine fully operational; no war-
ranty is provided;

• “working order” : the most requested type of
machine; the client knows the machine is
working but GMC will also indicate which
points to pay attention to, where mainte-
nance or repair work may be necessary at a
certain point; no warranty is provided;

• “technically reconditioned”: also very popu-
lar with GMC customers; GMC inspects the
machine, runs it and makes the necessary
repairs to parts or systems; it is not repaint-
ed or totally disassembled and rebuilt; a
GMC warranty is provided;

• “fully reconditioned” : the machine is taken
apart, repaired, reconditioned and re-assem-
bled; a full warranty is provided as for a
new machine.

GMC’s Johan
Coenen (left)

and Günter
Fündgens,

head of GMC
GmbH,

Germany



TELLING THE WORLD
Communicating what GMC has to offer (in

terms of both machines and services) and deve-
loping new contacts involves attending major
industry events such as glasstec in Düsseldorf,
Germany, Budma in Posnan, Poland, China
Glass in Beijing, China, Mir Stekla in Moscow,
Russia, GlassBuild America in San Diego, 
California, United States, Glass Processing &
Technology in Birmingham, England, Veteco in
Madrid, Spain, and Vitrum in Milan, Italy.
Another vital communications tool for GMC is
its constantly updated website.

Visitors to the very clearly laid-out GMC web-
site will find equipment, currently around 400
machines, ordered by category (cutting, edging,
beveling, drilling, washing, coating, insulating
glass, laminating, tempering, handling, oth-
ers) and with details of manufacturer, model, func-
tion, year of production, condition and delivery
time. Clicking on a photo icon will enable the
visitor to view the machine while the ‘price’ icon
for machinery in stock will generate an e-mail
from GMC with a quotation.

ORGANIZATION, MARKET GROWTH
GMC keeps its stock in warehouses in north-

eastern Belgium, just across the border from
its Maastricht headquarters. One unit houses
pre-processing equipment ranging from belt
grinders up to CNC machines and double
edgers; the other contains IG equipment (five
full lines were available at the time of our
visit) and other machinery. For obvious logis-
tic reasons, tempering furnaces and laminat-
ing lines, though they have already been
acquired by GMC and are immediately avail-
able, are not held in GMC warehouses but
are sold from their original location and are
included in the website catalogue. Obviously,
the company is limited in the number of
machines it is able to invest in and then store
without having a client. Additionally, of course,
the asking price may be too high or the machine
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Setting-up of
an IG line

With the occasional exception of ‘as-is’
equipment, GMC will always provide the man-
uals and/or software needed for operation. If these
cannot be provided by the company selling the
machine to GMC, the machine manufacturers
are generally able to supply them.

MORE THAN JUST SELLING
“When selling a machine, it is extremely

important for us to communicate to customers
exactly what they are buying in order to avoid
misunderstandings, particularly with ‘as-is’
machines,” Coenen told Glass-Technology
International. Most buyers will come to 
see machines, something which GMC 
obviously prefers. 

The GMC target is to sell machines at 20-50
per cent of the new price, occasionally rising to
60 per cent for newer, more highly sought-
after equipment. With more popular, widely-used
equipment, buyers can often choose a newer or
older model of the same machine, depending on
their budget. Glass processors worldwide are
clearly attracted by the opportunity to save on
machinery costs by buying second-hand from
a company with such a serious approach to its
business. According to Coenen, GMC receives
many enquiries every month, always seeking to
respond promptly.

GMC has a truly global clientele, with sales
on every continent. From memory, Coenen
gave us a certainly not comprehensive list of coun-
tries where GMC has made sales. These inclu-
ded not only the nations of Europe, North and
South America but also Japan, Mexico, Pakistan
and South Africa, with Australia being the fur-
thest and Eritrea and Mali among the (perhaps)
most surprising. GMC often sells to countries
where processors may not be able to attend
major fairs. This underlines the importance of
offering a range of machines from world-
renowned manufacturers.

In this respect, Internet also lends a hand to
processors in faraway places. While GMC will
always try to answer as many of the potential
buyer’s questions as possible, it is not really
GMC’s task to explain what the machine does
– the responsibility for deciding whether the
machine is the right one with which to achieve
a certain result lies with the buyer. Manufacturer’s
websites, for example, can help provide further
and more detailed technical information.



220 may be too old or require too much work
before it is saleable.

Reconditioning, which gives added value
to the machine and increased guarantees to the
buyer, is handled in Belgium by fully-owned
Glass Machinery Reconditioners (GMR), mana-
ged by Steven Vanhamel, and by a branch oper-
ation in Hungary, where used equipment is
also stocked. Coenen told us that GMC hopes
to set up similar operations in other parts of the
world. At the time of our interview, negotiations
with a US partner for a location in Atlanta
were well under way.

GMC is also confident that market opportu-
nities exist in much of Asia. While the demand
for used, western machines may be only very small
as a percentage of the total pre-processing and
processing equipment market, the number of
glass processors in China, for example, still
means a considerable number of potential cus-
tomers. Given the lead that western machinery
still has over Chinese-made equipment, partic-
ularly in terms of quality, Coenen believes that,
even if a used European machine costs more
than a new Chinese machine, there are many Chi-
nese processors interested in getting western
technology at 20-50 per cent of the new price.

A key target for GMC is the development of
an international stock capability. “Four identical
machines in the same warehouse do not move in
a week or a month,” explained Coenen. “In
warehouses spread around the world, they would.”

In January 2002, GMC opened a German
branch, GMC GmbH, in Düsseldorf, headed by
Günter Fündgens, who joined Coenen’s team
after a lengthy spell in management with Saint-
Gobain. His technical experience is vital to
GMC’s presence on the demanding German
market. Additionally, GMC (whose workforce in
Belgium and the Netherlands has now risen to
around 16 and which has 17 one/two-person
sales offices in other countries or language areas)
is currently looking for partners in other coun-
tries or language areas. Coenen stressed that
GMC always seeks to have a local sales person
who understands the mentality of the buyer.

In the same way that GMC Maastricht works
closely with GMR, each GMC office abroad will
seek local technical partners to ensure that
GMC clients, wherever they are, have access to
the assistance they need.

SERVICE THROUGHOUT
With its broad-ranging know-how in diverse

areas of processing and its experience with a wide
array of machine types, GMC is well quali-
fied not only to operate in the used equipment
sales arena but also to provide consultancy
services to those wanting to start up a pro-
cessing activity or to reorganize or extend an exist-
ing operation. This will include suggesting
which types of equipment may be most suitable.
If GMC does not have an appropriate solution
in stock, it will help advise the customer and
inform them of what the market can offer.

The ‘disadvantage’ with the used equipment
market is that, unlike new purchases, there are
no guarantees that a machine on sale today
will be available tomorrow. A rapid decision is
needed if the customer wants to be sure that anoth-
er interested party does not sign a sale agreement
first. With GMC, though, it is not only a 
question of ‘first come, first served’, as the
saying goes, but ‘first come, first extremely
well served’. ■

The GMR
facility in
north-eastern
Belgium

Reconditioning
work in
progress at
GMR
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